Sonic cable owner donates $2.1 million for arts center

By Scott Abbott

tight writer

What may be the largest private contribution ever given to a California State University campus was donated to Cal Poly last week to help pay for a new performing arts center.

A $2.1 million grant, donated by Chris Cohan, was announced at a press conference at the Madonna Inn Thursday. Cohan, 40, owns Sonic Communications, which provides cable television service to the San Luis Obispo area and other communities in California and Utah.

The $20 million Performing Arts Center project is a joint effort between Cal Poly, the city of San Luis Obispo, and the Foundation for the Performing Arts Center, which announced Cohan’s grant.

The center, expected to be completed before 1996, will be located next to the current Cal Poly Theatre and seat about 1,500. A study released in 1987 conservatively predicts that the center could expect a total attendance of 83,000 by its second year.

“By helping to establish this center,” said Cohan, “I’m doing something for the community where my business started. I’m pleased to be able to give something back to a community that is very special to me.”

The new center will include an orchestra pit, warm-up rooms, control booths, equipment for the hearing impaired and full disabled accessibility.

Money for the center will come mostly from Cal Poly, which is donating the site, two-thirds of the construction costs and maintenance. The city of San Luis Obispo and the Foundation for the Performing Arts Center are each contributing one-sixth of the cost.

Cohan’s donation comes in two parts. One-million dollars will help with construction costs and the rest will be given to the center’s endowment fund to help attract quality performing arts.

“I couldn’t be more pleased to be involved in one of the most important projects in San Luis Obispo,” said Cohan. “It will be the cornerstone of community pride, and I strongly feel it will touch everyone’s life to some extent.”

Cal Poly President Warren Baker praised Cohan’s contribution.

“There is a great love for the performing arts on the Central Coast and this gift sets the tone for the type of facility we want,” said Baker. “Performers throughout the country will want to come to perform here because of the quality of the center.”

Baker also said that Cohan’s contribution as well as other private contributions will define how good the center is. “This is really a community activity and the private individuals expect high quality.”

Cohan, who resides in the Bay Area, lived in San Luis Obispo from the late 1970s until 1982 and is planning to move to Edna Valley, south of San Luis Obispo in the near future.

Disabled for a day...

Understanding is the road to awareness, wheelchair-users say

By Laura Daniels

tight writer

Hazel Scott, vice president for Student Affairs, Friday got a taste of what life is like in a wheelchair.

Scott spent half a day maneuvering up and down ramps and sidewalks, as well as opening doors and learning different routes to get around campus.

“It’s given me a greater appreciation for the skill involved in manipulating, controlling and managing a wheelchair,” said Scott. “I’m extremely glad I did this because it’s given me a glimpse at the kinds of day-to-day encounters disabled persons have.”

Most people like Scott have had little, if any, experience with having to live with a disability. Tuesday, students and faculty will have the opportunity to experience this, at least temporarily, on Disabled Awareness Day in the University Union from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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“The purpose is to create awareness about disabilities fac­ ting the disabled,” said Rick Best, civil engineering senior and disabled student. Best, who is paralyzed from the waist down, said awareness can be made through recognizing the abilities disabled people possess and through understanding how able-bodied people can make life easier for the disabled.

As an example, Best said able-bodied people will sometimes hold the door open for him to get through in his wheelchair, and then proceed to stand in the doorway.

There will be information tables in the University Union next to the information desk. Each table will describe and demonstrate specific disabilities.

In the University Union Plaza, all are invited to participate in a wheelchair obstacle course and a trust walk, complete with blindfold and cane. Ten two-person teams will walk through campus, starting at the library at 11 a.m. and ending at the University Union Plaza at noon.

There will also be a panel pres­ entation with students repres­
Amendment won't benefit students

Editor — I would like to voice an alternative opinion regarding the California State Students Association (CSSA)’s Second Constitutional Amendment 1. Although they may believe they are helping the student, the CSSA’s support of SCAI is a perfect example of short sightedness and lack of forethought in their budgeting. Since that time, the boys in Sacramento have made several attempts to shed whatever responsibilities they have, especially the Gann limit. SCAI is simply another way to expand their spending ability. There are no guarantees in this proposed amendment, and to force students to pay more money will go toward higher education. It is more probable that the first action taken after its passage would be a pay raise for state senators. I hope California students will not be fooled by promises of a better, less expensive education. Allowing the legislature to create broad, vague spending loopholes such as SCAI is simply asking for trouble.

Richard D. Gann
Industrial Engineering

Commentation

University Singers sang “Glory To God the Highest.” In biology, anthropology, geology or whatever other science may be, all the teachers do in pursuit Darwin’s Theory of Evolution or the “chance” method and not give creation a chance. This is why I thought singing “Glory to God the Highest” at the ceremony was a nice and appropriate gesture. I don’t think it was passed off by some people who believe it is just singing. It was a reference to Professor Moon Ja Minn Suhr in the Feb. 1 A&E section. Professor Foroohar reports that former Attorney General Clark returned to the United States with a death toll of 1,000 to 4,000, and Rev. Jesse Jackson estimates at least 2,000 civilian casualties, perhaps more than the number of people that died in Tiananmen Square.

“By the 1950s, the pretext for American intervention was always communism, now it’s drug smuggling,” she said. “Washington’s next target is Cuba’s Castro, and there are growing reports that the U.S. has engaged several of their top military leaders. Condemn of drug trafficking, and so hard evidence links Castro to Noriega’s dealings.”

The president says we had a right to invade to stop the drug trade, but the bigger question remains: how many lives were lost in the invasion? In the time that Bush had major responsibility in the National Security Council as vice president, she added. “A lot of this information came out during the Iran-Contra hearings.”

Foroohar will be in Central America for 10 days this month to observe the Nicaraguan elections Feb. 25. She will be reviewing her work for the Books at High Noon Program on Wednesday, Feb. 28, at noon in the faculty dining room.

Nadya Williams is a journalism senior.

Letters to the Editor

U.S. didn't get full Panama story

By Nadya Williams

It seems to me that there are too many unresolved questions about our country’s Christmas invasion of Panama. The answers can’t be found in the mainstream media and certainly don’t appear to be coming from the White House. After some extensive reading, I spoke by phone to such knowledgeable sources as retired Gen. Fred Wooldridge, who headquartered in Panama in October as commander-in-chief of all U.S. military forces in Latin America; Terry Karl, a Stanford University professor of political science and specialist in Latin America; and Cal Poly’s outspoken professor of history, Manzar Foroohar, also a specialist in Latin America.

Did we have to intervene militarily? No," General Woerner told me Saturday from his San Jose home. "Did Bush make a spur-of-the-moment decision to invade for domestic, political reasons? Yes. (Gen. Manuel) Noriega was never a major player in the whole drug picture. He’s always been a two-bit player. Bush was under a cloud because of his relations with Noriega as head of the CIA and also wanted to counteract his ‘wing’ image.’’

“Our government backed off constantly from the little bit of economic pressure we did apply to Noriega,” he said. “Our failure to exercise our non-violent options to remove the general from power has cost us dearly in our relations with other Western Hemisphere nations.”

Bush sent Vice President Dan Quayle south to explain,” Woerner said, but several major Latin countries rejected him, and only a few smaller countries, including Panama, of course, would receive Quayle.

When asked about allegations that newly-installed President Andara of Panama has done ties with banks that launder drug money, Woerner replied, “I don’t know that for a fact, but it wouldn’t be surprising.”

Gen. Woerner was stationed in Panama from 1982, first as U.S. Army commander for Panama, then, from 1987, as commander-in-chief for Latin America. He is currently a military consultant for CBS and plans to lecture and teach.

Professor Terry Karl of Stanford, who has accessed congressional delegations to Central America during the past eight years, also has serious doubts as to the justification for what many see as turn-of-the-century Yankee imperialism and gun-barrel diplomacy. Karl raises three questions: Why did virtually every country in the world condemn the invasion and why were their reasons never discussed in our press? What was the real cost in Panamanian civilian lives — 200 as the White House tells us, or more than 2,000 as many other sources say? Finally, what legitimacy can the new Panamanian government set up by a foreign power, have? Wasn’t it the case that all principles governments would ever defend Noriega, Karl said, the majority of world opinion condemned the blatant U.S. violation of sovereignty. Though the number of dead may never be known, she said, working-class neighborhoods of Panama City were subjected to nighttime aerial bombing by the United States, at least two densely-populated areas were leveled and mass graves may have been reported.

“There was never an internal opposition to Noriega that was strong enough to overthrow him without an invasion,” Karl said, “and that was not really because of his repression. Noriega was nowhere near as repressive as the government of El Salvador, for example, which has received $3.8 billion in the last decade from the U.S. and murdered as least 50,000 people.”

Poly Professor Foroohar reports that former Attorney General Ramsey Clark returned to Panama with a death toll of 1,000 to 4,000, and Rev. Jesse Jackson estimates at least 2,000 civilian casualties, perhaps more than the number of people that died in Tiananmen Square.”

“By the 1950s, the pretext for American intervention was always communism, now it’s drug smuggling,” she said. “Washington’s next target is Cuba’s Castro, and there are growing reports that the U.S. has engaged several of their top military leaders.”

The president says we had a right to invade to stop the drug trade, but the bigger questions remains: how many lives were lost in the invasion? In the time that Bush had major responsibility in the National Security Council as vice president, she added. “A lot of this information came out during the Iran-Contra hearings.”

Foroohar will be in Central America for 10 days this month to observe the Nicaraguan elections Feb. 25. She will be reviewing her work for the Books at High Noon Program on Wednesday, Feb. 28, at noon in the faculty dining room.

Nadya Williams is a journalism senior.
ASI representatives serve two terms with one election

Board of Directors cites continuity, more cohesiveness

By Tara Murphy

ASI representatives now can get two terms in office for the price of one because of an ASI bill passed during last year's general election.

A provision of ASI Bill 89-01, passed in last spring's general election, allows the 26 members of the Board of Directors to be reappointed to their positions for a second term, without having to campaign or run in the general election. The reappointment must be approved by the director's school council.

ASI Vice President and Chairman of the Board Ellen Sanders said the change was made to increase unity in ASI. She said one problem ASI regularly faces is a lack of continuity from one term to the next, as board members leave and new members must learn the system. "We thought there was a big problem," said Sanders. "We do so much work to get things started. A lot of things that get done are by directors who run a second term."

Tom Hall, an ASI representative for the School of Professional Studies and Education, agreed. "During the first term you have to learn to understand the system, to see how it works. By being reappointed I'll have a firmer grasp of the system, and be able to get involved more."

Terry Alberstein, ASI Greek Relations Chairman, said there might be some problems if the change makes students feel they're being underrepresented in ASI. "Any perception of under-representation) would be based on an uninformed position," said Alberstein. "Thinking 'I don't get to pick,' when really the students picked last year."

He said students will actually be better represented by the new system. "Students are better represented because their officer will be more knowledgeable if they have been reaffirmed," he said. "The quality of representation goes up if a board member is reaffirmed."

Alberstein wrote ASI Bill 89-01 last year while he was an executive assistant to then-ASI president Tom Lebens.

The bill specifically states that members of the board of directors have the choice of applying for reappointment. Board members must submit an application to the council of the school they represent. ASI officers are not effected by the bill. The offices of president and vice president will be open in the general election, which will be held April 18 and 19.

Ellen Sanders said that councils have asked their representatives for the application in the form of a one-page typed statement. The statement should include what the board member has accomplished, what they would like to continue working on in ASI, and why they would like to be reappointed. Applications are due to the council chair Feb. 5.

Board members will also speak at their council meetings to detail their applications. Elections will be held during council meetings the week of Feb. 19.

Councillors do not have to reappoint representatives if they feel the representative is not doing a good job. Also, if the council decides the students would be better served by a general election, they may decide not to reappoint any board members.

Paul Weubbe, chairman of the School of Business, said the change will put more light on the council's role. "It takes away from the student population and puts more emphasis on the council position," he said. Weubbe said that overall the change will be positive because "it's a good way to keep consistency once a director is established as a qualified member."

Weubbe said the reappointments will not effect the School of Business because representatives are graduating.

Sanders expects the system to affect only 2 percent of the Board overall. She estimates that two-thirds of the 26 board members are graduating, and said many board members want the experience for one term only. She said the system would affect the board "only enough to get continuity going."

Sanders said the system will
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help keep work going on projects
ASI is already working on. "It's
hard when you leave for someone
to pick up right where you left
off, and to know what to do.""s
Sanders said the system will be
better for student needs. "Reap-
pointment will only be a positive
thing. Members will have more of
a responsibility to prove
themselves (with the second
term.)"
Maggie Leung, chairman of the
School of Professional Studies,
thinks the change will improve
ASI. "They put so much time in-
to it," she said. "I think they'd
really be more effective the se-
cond term."

DISABLED
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will discuss problems they face.
Scott said the hardest part for
her was the bodily immobility.
She said her body is used to shif-
ting in a chair or getting up to
get a cup of coffee. Since she did
not move for several hours,
though, she said she felt her
body become tense.
Scott said that while she had
an understanding of the dif-
ficulties facing disabled students
on an intellectual level, she feels
she can more truly understand
their problems after her experi-
ence.
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California Polytechnic State University
California teams: Cream of the crop

By Jay Garner

Surrounded by four reporters after Saturday night's game, Coach Scott Padmore, though admittedly bitter, remained calm.

Cal Poly (13-8, 3-7) had just lost its sixth straight match at home to the same team — CSU Bakersfield.

If Saturday's loss was the toughest — falling short by only three points with the Mustangs' best all-around player, Coby Naess, playing 24 minutes because of foul trouble.

It wasn't the two losses that made Beason bitter. He complimented his team's play. It was something else — the three guys with the whistles — although Beason was determined to say nothing. But it slipped out.

"Seizers" was all he said as he shook his head. And he wasn't referring to the movie.

"We were trying to determine: where's he (Naess) getting his fouls?" Beason said. "If we can determine where he's getting them, we can get him out of that situation."

"That hurts when you take away maybe one of the better players on the West Coast ... because of foul trouble."

The Mustangs trailed by two points, 51-49, with 13:31 left in the game when Naess picked up his fourth foul (a player fouls out with five). Beason was livid. Naess came out of the game with a look of confusion and frustration on his face.

"I couldn't tell you right now what they (the referees) called," Naess said after the game. "I have no idea."

With Naess out of the game, the Roadrunners stretched their lead to 52-49 with two (to 15 points at 66-51).

"We need Coby (Naess) in the game for his shooting and leadership," said teammate Simon Thomas. "When he gets in foul trouble and has to step out, that's when we have our lapses."

Naess returned to the game with 8:50 left. He hit a short jumper and a three-point shot that began a Mustang rally.

With about 6:00 minutes to go the Mustangs started to press the Roadrunners all over the court. They forced some turnovers, and after a shawn Reed three-point shot and three straight baskets by Stuart Thomas, the Mustangs pulled to within three points at 73-70 with 1:30 remaining.

With about 20 seconds left, the Roadrunners' Wade Green made one of two free throws to make it 75-72. Five seconds later, Reed launched a three-pointer that would have tied the game, but he missed.

The Mustangs got the ball back after Marvin Redemer missed a free throw.

Reed attempted another three-pointer at the buzzer, but came up short. Final score: 75-72 CSU Bakersfield.

"I thought it was going in," Reed said of the last shot. "I was ready for OT."

Green scored a game-high 30 points for the Roadrunners. Stuart Thomas led the Mustangs with 18 points.

On Friday night, the Mustangs lost to Bakersfield 78-62.

"We've got to just try to get in the conference tournament now," Naess said, "which is possible because other teams are losing. The third and fourth spots for the tournament are open."

Men's Tennis

Poly pommels UC Riverside, 8-1

By Jay Garner

Watch Cal Poly's Eric Sasao smash topspin forehands and drill two-handed backhands with robot-like consistency. Watch Sasao scramble around the tennis court, chasing down nearly every opponent's shot. And — as everyone at the Mustangs' dual match against UC Riverside on Saturday did — watch Sasao fight off three match points in the second set to defeat Dag in Pressure.

About 20 minutes after all his teammates had finished their singles matches, Sasao, the Mustangs' No. 3 player, raised his hand in victory over an exhausted Skaggs. Sasao's win gave the Mustangs an insurmountable lead over UC Riverside, the No. 2 team in the CCAA, before doubles competition even began.

"I played super," said teammate Neil Berryman. "He grinded the other guy down."

Sasao started the match off strong. "On the court he's the fastest guy on the team. He tries for almost every ball. He puts pressure on guys because he knows his going to get to the ball."

The Mustangs' No. 2 player, Tim Frensenius, used his strong serve and volley game to overwhelm Chris Ewing 6-3, 6-3.

Frensenius played with a broken bone in his left ankle.

"It hurts on certain balls," he said. "But it didn't bother me today."

Frensenius also played most of his singles match with blood dripping from a cut on his right knee that he got after diving for a volley on Cal Poly's concrete courts. If there was an All-Madden team for tennis, this guy would be first string.

"He came out and played for his best match of the year," Platt said.

The Mustangs' No. 1 player, Bryrrnan, overcame a sloppy second set to defeat Darin Pleasants 6-3, 7-6, 6-0.

Cal Poly's Peter Killian and Brendan Walsh won their singles matches easily. Alex Havrilenko lost 3-6, 6-1, 6-0 giving UC Riverside its only point.

The Mustangs swept the three doubles matches to raise the final score to 8-1.

"We're not going to be beaten this year," said Coach Kevin Platt. "On the court he's the fastest guy on the team. He tries for almost every ball. He puts pressure on guys because he knows he's going to get to the ball."
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Reward Your Volunteer Spirit!

GENERAL MOTORS
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
CAL POLY
SAN LUIS OBISPO
STUDENT LIFE & ACTIVITIES DEPARTMENT

Did you know that students who have served as volunteers on campus or in the community are eligible for the General Motors "VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD"?

General Motors is proud to present an award dedicated to the spirit of student volunteers. This year, three students from your campus will be named as "GM Volunteer Spirit Award" recipients.

Each shall receive:
- 3 shares of GM Corporation Common Stock
- A plaque of recognition
- A special on-campus presentation ceremony and reception
- Campus and hometown media exposure

If you or someone you know is an active campus or community volunteer, now is the time to apply for the "GM Volunteer Spirit Award." Award applications are available at:

STUDENT LIFE & ACTIVITIES DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY UNION, ROOM 217 (805) 756-2476
DEADLINE DATE: Feb. 9th

SUSAN SAINTE JAMES
Diet Center
CALL NOW
541-DIET

Other Locations:
- at Cold Blend
- Newbury
- Arroyo Grande

MADONNA MEET TOP EXEC'S IN PERSON

SCUBA CLUB!
FREE PIZZA AT MEETING LAA PAZ
MEXICO DEPOSITS. SKI TRIP INFO.
UNDERWATER SLIDE SHOW AND OF COURSE DIVES.
MON 2/5 8:00 SCI NORTH 201 GET WET WITH US!

SINGLE??
Singles Night at Vons! 8 to 11 pm.
Singles Night at Vons! 8 to 11 pm.
Win $96 in groceries, ski trip to Sierra Summit and a date with ???
Win $96 in groceries, ski trip to Sierra Summit and a date with ???
Call 543-9400 for details
Call 543-9400 for details

The primary objective of the Gays Lesbians & Bisexuals United is to provide services, resources and support that will foster an awareness & understanding of self worth & identity. Please join us:

EACH TUESDAY 7PM FOR 24B

UNDERGRADUATE LAW ASSOCIATION
1st meeting of the quarter
FEB 8th AG Bldg 214 11:00
Guest Speakers—All Majors Welcome

1984 FORD F-150 4X4 on major lot
$9700 sacrifice at $7500 489-3117

"CALL POLY ACCOUNTING CLUB"
Come learn about the profession.
Meet the Faculty, networking & fun.
NEW MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME!

NATIONAL MARKETING WEEK
MARKETING PANEL TUES 11:00
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!
WIN TOUR AT "SALAS AT RTG"!

AAA
Meeting: Last day to sign-up for NASA field trip. Must register now.
New AgSci Bldg! 7:30 pm Ag Bldg 201
Guest Speaker Health & Stress careers

SAA presents our 34TH ANNUAL
BUSINESS SEMINAR 1990
GM UNT Panel, 7-11 pm UU 220
COCKTAIL RECEPTION 530p
MADONNA, MEET TOP EXEC'S IN PERSON

THE END.
Announcements

ASL Special Events/Films

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
February 2
Feast 10:30 pm & 8:30 pm 
Jewish American and Jewish
School of Science and Math needs

ROYAL PALACE • U.S.
Contact Caterina Sasso at 540-3832

School on SanTravel Around The
World Fall 1999 cruise trip

Feb 4 7pm AG Bldg, 2nd fl bl 111.

SINGLE??

Single night at Wino 8-11 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Come on out and meet the

SINGLES 4 RENT BIG HOUSE 260/MO

Shi’s 2/8 Western Roundup 6:00

DOUGLAS RANCH CAMPS HIRING

SUNDAY FUNDAY

BETTER LUCK NEXT YEAR

TO ORDER TUSS TVC

SECRETS ON How to Keep your

THURSDAY’S WINE TASTE

Lowes Home Improvement

PANO PARTY

TWO FREE RESUMES

FOR INFORMATION:

ATTENTION-HIRING

SAE SLIDESHOW

FEBRUARY 7

PANAMA PARTY

THURSDAY 2/8-SIG-N Subs 6pm FAC. Lounge

FRI DAY, FEB: 9 & 7 p.m.

SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU

PACIFIC COAST • MOLINE

CHICKEN DINNER, 6PM-9PM

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY POSITION AVAIL IN SCHOOL OF

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9

HAPPY 21 ST

HELPFUL RESUMES

SINGLES NIGHT AT VONS 8-11 PM

HAPPY NATIONAL FRI 2/9
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25000/A YEAR BILLS 
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THEMASS MASTERS

WE SEED THE WHIRLWIND; WE REAP THE STORM!
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FLYING HIGH
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CHUBB & SONS INC.
A Tradition of Excellence

Chubb, one of the most respected names in the insurance industry, is a leader in product development and quality service. In addition to standard lines of insurance, Chubb is also known for its innovation in providing insurance for specialized markets such as banks and investment bankers, international corporations, and the boards of directors of fortune 500 companies.

We are looking for candidates from diverse backgrounds, who have demonstrated achievements and a strong desire to be part of a successful team.

We will be interviewing on campus on February 8, 1990

and are holding an information session on February 7, 1990

from 6-8 p.m., in the Staff Dining Room
(bldg. 19) room C

Come and explore the possibilities!